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CleanShot® To Introduce 9mm Bore Cleaner  
The first in a series of centerfire in-the-field bore cleaners 

 
MILFORD, MI – Huntego Limited, the makers of the first ever “Shoot Through” bore cleaning cartridge, is pleased 
to announce the premier of its centerfire configuration with the introduction of the CleanShot 9mm Bore Cleaner.  
Delivering CleanShot’s quick, easy, and effective field maintenance technology to handgun owners throughout the 
USA. 
 
As with the original CleanShot, this patented high velocity bore field cleaning device utilizes outward ballistic 
pressures to scrub and wipe the bore clean. However, the all new CleanShot 9mm Bore Cleaner was engineered for 
the specific demands of centerfire handguns. This re-configured design includes a number of advancements that 
allow the cleaning components to conform to the complex contours of a rifled bore.  
 
According to Huntego President and Founder Curt Whitworth, “Since our initial launch of the CleanShot 12 gauge 
Bore Cleaner, we have been inundated with requests for a handgun model… and after countless prototypes and 
extensive testing, we are confident shooters will be thrilled with its performance.” 
 
The new CleanShot 9mm is as effective and easy to use as the original. Simply load the round in the chamber, safely 
discharge and—in an instant—lead, tin, and copper fouling are safely removed, and firearm accuracy is restored. 
Suitable in the field or at the range, CleanShot allows shooters to maintain their firearms with minimal effort and no 
mess.  
 
To see a demonstration of CleanShot in action, visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8hLQ98fk64 
 
Made in the USA, the CleanShot 9mm Bore Cleaner is expected to hit retail store shelves in June of 2022. 
 
For more information about Huntego Limited’s CleanShot, contact Glenn Walker at 
glenn@providencemarketinggroup.net . 

About Huntego LTD: 
Founded in 2006, Huntego Limited, is the distributor of CleanShot – a patented high velocity bore cleaning device 
that chambers like any other cartridge and can be safely fired to clean your gun in an instant.  For more information 
about CleanShot visit www.huntego.com    
 
 


